Monte-Carlo Tree Search is a powerful paradigm for deterministic perfect-information games. We present various changes applied to this algorithm to deal with the stochastic game Chinese Dark Chess. We experimented with group nodes and chance nodes using various configurations: with different playout policies, with different playout lengths, with true or estimated wins. Results show that extending playout length over the real draw condition is beneficial to group nodes and to chance nodes. It also shows that using an evaluation function can reduce the number of draw games with group nodes and can be increased with chance nodes.
Introduction
Chinese Dark Chess (CDC) is a popular stochastic two-player game in Asia that is often played on a 4 × 8 rectangular board where players do not know flipping moves' payoff. The two player (called black and red) start with the same set of pieces: one king, two guards, two bishops, two knights, two rooks, two cannons and five pawns (pieces that are similar to Chinese Chess). Before the first move, players do not know their color. The first player move defines the first player color. In classic games, pieces evolve on squares and can move vertically and horizontally from one square to an adjacent free square (i.e. up, down, left and right). A piece can capture another piece according to pieces value. Captures are done on vertical and horizontal adjacent squares except for cannons that capture pieces by jumping over another piece. Such jump is performed over a piece (called the jumping piece) and to the target piece. Free spaces can stand between its initial position and the jumping piece and between the jumping piece and the target position. Even if flipping moves imply multiple board possibilities, classic moves can lead to similar positions during the game and capturing rules are different for each piece. Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) programs have recently improved the most. We show in this paper two different MCTS implementations that can be further improved by using longer playouts, playout policies and an evaluation function.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 presents two MCTS implementations. Section 4 shows experimental results achieved with different playout lengths, playout policies and an playout evaluation function. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions.
Related Work
In this section we discuss related work on CDC. Even though the game has not been researched extensively, previous research concern methods such as alphabeta, move policies, endgame databases and MCTS.
Chen et al.
[1] used the alpha-beta algorithm with different revealing policies combined with an initial-depth flipping method to reduce the branching factor. They distinguished opening, middle and endgame to apply different policies.
Chen et al. [2] built an endgame databases with retrograde analysis. Created databases are done for each first move color, up to 8 revealed pieces. They used 2TB of memory to represent 10 12 positions. Positions status are stored as win, loss or draw.
Yen et al. Chen and Hsu [6] presented a policy-oriented search method to build opening books in case of a very large state space as it is in CDC. Attack, defend, claim or discover territory are compared according to player's turn. Results show that player's level is a little stronger with an opening book. As flipping moves can completely change the game issue, they showed that enhancements provided are probabilistically acquired.
Safidine et al. [7] exploit pieces combinations to reduce endgame databases. By combining material symmetry identified by relations between pieces and endgame construction with retrograde analysis, winning positions are recorded in databases. This general method has been applied to Skat, Dominoes and CDC. Even if the relationship between pieces in CDC creates intricate symmetries, they reduced the size of 4-element endgame tables by 9.92 and the size of 8-element endgame tables by 3.68.
[8] present equivalence classes computation for endgames with unrevealed pieces. Boards are identified by threats and pieces' positions that are compared in a multiple steps algorithm. Compression rates of material have been studied from 3 to 32 pieces. Endgame databases have been computed of 3 to 8 pieces and its number of elements is reduced by 17.20.
Move groups have been proposed in [10] to address the problem of MCTS in games with a high branching factor. When there are too many moves, it can be a good heuristic to regroup the statistics of moves that share some properties. For example, in the game of Amazons where the branching factor can be of
